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News from the Head of the Department

I wish everyone at IEG a good holiday, see you again in January! In 2019, 14 PhD theses were
successfully defended. The excellent contributions to research and teaching continued, including a
very high success rate applying for research grants - this points towards an exciting 2020.

News from the administration

We will arrange the popular Swedish course again for the spring! This time we have a beginner
level, a medium level and an advanced level. At the advanced level, you read a few pages in a Swedish book and discuss the content and language once a week. If you are uncertain of which level to
attend to, or have questions, you can consult the teacher Sven at svenjonsson@gmail.com.
Mondays in “Akvariet 20.01010” start 20/1 until 30/3
•
Medium level 13:45-15:15
•
Beginner level 15:30-17:00
Tuesdays in “Akvariet 20.01010”start 21/1 until 31/3
•
Book club 15:15-16:45
Contact Jenny Lundh if you want to participate and at what level by December 31st at latest. Let
her also know if you need the course book “Rivstart”. If you sign up we expect you to participate!

News from the environmental officer

Revised environmental plan
Uppsala University will perform an evaluation of the university climate footprint and the results
will provide a foundation for a revised environmental plan. The aim is to reduce the University
emissions significantly. You can find more information at Medarbetarportalen (in Swedish).
Funding for climate action
The Vice-Chancellor of the University has decided to set aside SEK 2 million for climate actions
at the University. The projects to receive funding will be selected by an appointed panel. This is
happening as a result of an investigation ordered by the Vice-Chancellor, which shows that the
environmental targets in the current environmental plan are not sufficient to meet current national
and international climate goals. More information is availalable at Medarbetarportalen.

New PhD’s

Congratulations to Leyden Fernandez Vidal and Sara Meurling for successfully defending their
theses!

New publication

Cormac
Kinsella,
Francisco
Ruiz-Ruano,
Anne-Marie Dion-Côté, Alexander Suh and
co-workers have published a new paper in Nature Communications on the Germline Restricted Chromosome (GRC) in zebrafinches. A press
release was also published, which was picked up
by Science Daly, Phys Org and Forskning.se (In
Swedish) among others.
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Erken research school looking for supervisors

As we’ve done every summer since 2002, Erken Laboratory will run a research school for 16-19
year-olds, the Uppsala University Summer Science Camp in Ecosystem Science. The students attending the research school will plan, conduct and present a ~100 hour study. This year, the course
will run 15/6-3/7 and have 12 participants. We are looking for PhDs or researchers that are interested in supervising 2-4 students (1-2 projects, as they work in pairs). You can either involve the
students in an ongoing project, or come up with a new one. This is a good opportunity to get some
data collected, analyses made, or to get help with a pilot study! Also, it’s a chance to develop your
teaching and supervising skills - and since the students that participate are very motivated, it’s definitely rewarding. We will arrange food and lodging during the course if and when you decide to
stay at Erken. You are also welcome to participate in the field trips! If PhD students from the dept.
of Ecology and Genetics wish to supervise, there is a pool of 40 assistant hours available to share
between one or more persons. You can contact Maja Pelve for more information.

New agreement with Elsevier

A new deal has been agreed with the scientific publisher Elsevier. The new deal means that researchers and students at Uppsala University will regain access the over 2000 journals included in
the Elsevier package starting in the next few days. From the start of next year you will also be able
to publish Open Access in Elsevier journals free of charge. Read more at the Uppsala University
Library website.

Interview with Anna Qvarnström

Anna Qvarnström was interviewed by the faculty about a new forum for research infrastructures.

Magazine ranking

The Swedish magazine Fokus has ranked the most cited scientists in Sweden in a number of categories. The Deparment have several scientists in the top 100 i multiple categories, for instance is Hans
Ellegren in the top-10 in the category “Medicine and Life Science” and Lars Tranvik is in the top-10
in the category “Environmental science and green biology”.
The Univesity staff magazine Universen has also made an interview with Lars about this.

Workshop

Robert Muscarella attended a workshop called, “Restoring global forests and biodiversity” which
took place at Aarhus University in Denmark between December 2 to December 6. The workshop
was attended by a group of researchers involved with forest ecology and management, as well as
land-use and restoration planning. The aim was to better understand how to maximize biodiversity,
carbon, and other benefits from forest restoration planning at the global scale while also accounting
for dynamics of ecosystems, human decisions, and climate change.
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Biology podcast

The Swedish National Comittee for Biolog has a podcast called “Det här är biologi” (This is biology). Anna Qvarnström was part of a recent episode called “Så fungerar evolution” (How evolution
works). You can listen to it here (In Swedish).

New projects

As mentioned in the November newsletter, many IEG scientists have been awarded new grants
from VR and Formas for exciting projects. There is a summary of some projects at the IEG website.

God Jul
och
Gott nytt år!

